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Abstract. Dynamic heterogeneous graphs can represent real-world networks. 

Predicting links in these graphs is more complicated than in static graphs. Until 

now, research interest of link prediction has focused on static heterogeneous 

graphs or dynamically homogeneous graphs. A link prediction technique 

combining temporal RNN and hierarchical attention has recently emerged, called 

DyHATR. This method is claimed to be able to work on dynamic heterogeneous 

graphs by testing them on four publicly available data sets (Twitter, Math-

Overflow, Ecomm, and Alibaba). However, after further analysis, it turned out that 

the four data sets did not meet the criteria of dynamic heterogeneous graphs. In 

the present work, we evaluated the performance of DyHATR on dynamic 

heterogeneous graphs. We conducted experiments with DyHATR based on the 

Yelp data set represented as a dynamic heterogeneous graph consisting of 

homogeneous subgraphs. The results show that DyHATR can be applied to 

identify link prediction on dynamic heterogeneous graphs by simultaneously 

capturing heterogeneous information and evolutionary patterns, and then 

considering them to carry out link predicition. Compared to the baseline method, 

the accuracy achieved by DyHATR is competitive, although the results can still 

be improved. 

Keywords: dynamic; graph mining; heterogeneous; link prediction; performance 

evaluation. 

1 Introduction 

A graph can be seen as a tool to model complex real worlds, since it focuses on 

modeling interaction in the real world. Some examples of real-world interactions 

modeled in graphs include recommendation systems [1,2], author-article 

relationships [3,4], artist-film relationships [5], and others. In fact, every relation 

that exists in the real world can be modeled as a multiple graph. For example, the 

process of identifying people based on their images, which can be modeled into 

a homogeneous graph [6], the drug discovery process based on protein targets 

and disease types, which can be modeled into a heterogeneous graph [7], the 

influence of the social environment on user preferences can be modeled into a 
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dynamic graph [8], and customer preferences for products to be purchased can be 

modeled into a dynamic heterogeneous graph [9]. In order to gain insight from 

the various case study examples and types of graphs mentioned previously, the 

use of graph mining can be used to analyze graph data, such as graph 

classification, which is useful for determining the category or target label of a 

graph; node classification, which is used to predict the class of nodes not labeled 

as property nodes based on other property nodes; link predictions used to find 

new edges or find repeated edges in a graph so that a graph topology is obtained 

at the next time interval; and many more applications [10-15]. 

Link prediction as a part of graph mining has so far been applied to various use 

cases, such as predicting friendship [16,17], predicting customer purchase 

intentions [18-20], predicting cures for a disease [7,21], and so on. The link 

prediction process is different for various types of graphs. For example, link 

prediction on homogeneous graphs and heterogeneous graphs has different 

characteristics because in link prediction on homogeneous graphs, the nodes and 

edges have the same type so that the process steps that occur can be simpler, while 

the nodes or edges in a heterogeneous graph have different types, so that link 

prediction on heterogeneous graphs requires a more complex process [7,21-23]. 

Even though the process steps are very complex, the existing link prediction 

methods for heterogeneous graphs are focused on static heterogeneous graphs. 

To develop link prediction on dynamic graphs, research has been conducted using 

dynamic homogeneous graph types [24]. If you want to carry out link prediction 

on a dynamic heterogeneous graph, the effort required increases because not only 

heterogeneous structural information must be processed but also the topological 

structure of the evolving graph. Recently, Xue, et al. [25] proposed a link 

prediction method based on deep learning. They called this method DyHATR. 

The idea behind this method is to use a hierarchical attention model to capture 

heterogeneous information in a snapshot graph and then study the pattern of graph 

evolution over time using a temporal attention RNN. The snapshot graph is 

literally an image of the current graph topology. 

Of the studies mentioned above, only DyHATR is claimed to be able to perform 

link prediction on dynamic heterogeneous graphs. However, the research did not 

prove this claim, because the experiments were carried out on dynamic, partially 

heterogeneous graph types and dynamic bipartite graphs. To see the performance 

of DyHATR on dynamic heterogeneous graphs, experiments with dynamic 

heterogeneous graphs must be conducted. Therefore, the contribution of this 

research is to evaluate the performance of DyHATR for link prediction on 

dynamic heterogeneous graphs. The evaluation process was carried out by 

conducting experiments with the DyHATR method on a data set that represents 

dynamic heterogeneous graphs, namely the Yelp data set. We evaluated the 

performance of the DyHATR method on Yelp data by comparing the 
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experimental results with the same baseline as the original DyHATR 

experiments. 

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Part 2 presents prelimenaries on 

link prediction and various types of graphs. Part 3 presents related work. Part 4 

presents how the DyHATR method works when doing link prediction. Part 5 

provides the results of the empirical experiments with the model compared to a 

state-of-the-art approach using publicly available data sets. Finally, the 

conclusions and future work are given in Part 6. 

2 Prelimenaries on Link Prediction and Various Types of 

Graphs 

Link prediction is an important aspect of complex network analysis and includes 

assessment of potential links and prediction of future connections [26]. If there is 

an undirected graph 𝐺 = (𝑉, 𝐸), where 𝑉 is the set of nodes and 𝐸 is the set of 

edges provided that relations connecting to itself are not allowed. Then 𝑈 is a 

universal set that contains all possible edges. Thus, the set of edges that do not 

exist is 𝑈 − 𝐸. Link prediction is performed to determine which edges will appear 

in the 𝑈 − 𝐸 set in the future. 

 

Figure 1 Illustration of various types of graphs. 

The way to implement link prediction for each type of graph varies depending on 

the type of graph being processed. Graph types can be categorized based on 

several criteria, namely based on changes in topology and based on the types of 

nodes and edges. Based on topology changes, graphs can be categorized into two 

types [27], namely:  
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1. Static graphs – a type of graph that has a fixed topology (Figure 1(d)). 

2. Dynamic graphs – a type of graph that changes its topology during a certain 

time interval (Figure 1(a)). 

Dynamic graphs can be further categorized based on the topological changes 

that occur: 

a) Fully dynamic graphs – a type of graph that has additions and deletions 

at the nodes and/or edges (Figure 1(a)). 

b) Partial dynamic graphs – a type of graph where nodes and/or edges are 

added or deleted (Figures 1(b) and 1(c)). Thus, after a certain time 

interval there are only two possible topologies, namely a dense graph or 

a sparse graph. 

Based on the types of nodes and edges, graphs can be categorized into two types 

[6], namely: 

1. Homogeneous graphs – a type of graph that has a single node type and a 

single edge type (Figure 1(d)). 

2. Heterogeneous graphs – a type of graph that has several types of nodes and 

several types of edges (Figure 1(e)). 

Heterogeneous graphs can be further categorized based on the variation in 

the types of nodes connected to the edges: 

a) Fully heterogeneous graphs – a type of graph that has several types of 

nodes and several types of edges (Figure 1(e)). 

b) Partial heterogeneous graphs – a type of graph that has several types of 

nodes or several types of edges (Figures 1(f) and 1(g)). 

c) Bipartite graphs – a type of graph that has two types of nodes and one or 

several types of edges, where all types of edges only connect a node in 

node set 𝑉𝑖 to a node in node set 𝑉𝑗. There is no edge that connects nodes 

in the set of nodes 𝑉𝑖 of a homogeneous subgraph (Figure 1(h)). 

Based on the explanation above, even more complex types of graphs can be 

distinguished, such as: 

1. Dynamic homogeneous graphs – a type of graph that has a single node type 

and a single edge type, which changes its topology during a certain time 

interval (Figure 1(a)) [27].  

2. Static heterogeneous graphs – a type of graph that has several types of nodes 

and several types of edges, but the topology of the graph remains the same 

(Figure 1(e)) [6]. 

3. Dynamic heterogeneous graphs – a type of graph that has several types of 

nodes and several types of edges that experience topological changes over a 

certain time interval (Figure 1(i)) [28,29]. 

4. Dynamic heterogeneous bipartite graphs – a type of graph that has two types 

of nodes and one or more types of edges, where all types of edges only 
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connect a node in the set of nodes 𝑉𝑖 to a node in the set of nodes 𝑉𝑗. There 

is no edge that connects nodes in the set of nodes 𝑉𝑖 of a homogeneous 

subgraph and the topology of the graph changes over a certain time interval 

(Figure 1(j)) [30]. 

With the various types of graphs described above, it turns out that the type of 

graph affects the link prediction process. For simple graph types such as static 

homogeneous graphs, the way to do link prediction on them is simpler than for 

more complex graph types such as dynamic heterogeneous graphs. This is 

because the structural and semantic information possessed by dynamic 

heterogeneous graphs is richer than in the case of static homogeneous graphs. 

3 Related Work 

Link prediction has been classified into four types by Daud [31], namely 

similarity, probability, algorithmic, and hybrid approaches. Among the similarity 

type, there are three categories, namely global indices, local indices, and quasi-

local indices. Among the probabilistic type, there are four categories, namely 

probability tensor factorization models, probability latent variables, Markov 

models, and link label modeling. There are three categories for the algorithmic 

type, namely metaheuristic, matrix factorization, and machine learning. The 

hybrid type are approaches that combine two or more other approaches.  

Xue’s [25] modeling of graphs by encoding the network structure into non-linear 

space and representing network nodes as low-dimensional features, commonly 

referred to as network embedding [32,33], includes link prediction using machine 

learning. So far, there have been several studies that made link predictions for 

dynamically heterogeneous graphs based on network embedding. MetaDynaMix 

[34] integrates metapath-based topology features and latent representations to 

study heterogeneity and temporal evolution. Change2vec [35] focuses on 

measuring changes within snapshots rather than learning all the structural 

information from each snapshot, and also uses a metapath-based model to capture 

heterogeneous information. Both of the above methods focus on short-term 

evolutionary information between adjacent snapshots of the dynamic network 

and thus are insufficient to capture long-term evolutionary patterns. Recently, 

Sajadmanesh, et al. [36] used a recurrent neural network model to study long-

term evolution patterns of dynamic networks over a metapath-based model and 

proposed a non-parametric generalized linear model, NP-GLM, to predict 

continuous-time relationships. Yin, et al.  [37] proposed the DHNE method, 

which studies historical and current heterogeneous information and models 

evolutionary patterns by constructing a comprehensive historical-current network 

based on sequential snapshots. Then, DHNE performs metapath-based random 
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walks and dynamic heterogeneous skip-gram models to capture node 

representations. Kong, et al.  [38] introduced a dynamic heterogeneous 

information network embedding method called HA-LSTM. It uses graph 

convolutional networks (GCN) to study heterogeneous information networks and 

uses attention models and long-short time memory (LSTM) to capture 

information that evolves over time. 

The application of link prediction for dynamic and heterogeneous graph types is 

important because many real-world networks are dynamic, that is, their network 

structure develops over time and is also heterogeneous, where the network 

structure is filled with nodes and edges that have many types. Thus, the current 

need for dynamic heterogeneous graph analysis is growing. For example, a 

customer-product network is usually a heterogeneous graph because it has two 

types of nodes that represent each different entity. Further, the relationships that 

are formed can also vary, namely customer-customer relationships, customer-

product relations, and product-product relations. The nodes and edges in the 

customer-product network also evolve, indicating dynamic customer activity. 

4 Dynamic Heterogeneous Network Embedding Method 

The dynamic heterogeneous network embedding method called DyHATR, was 

proposed by Xue, et al.  [25] for predicting edges that exist in dynamic 

heterogeneous graphs using two unique models: (1) a hierarchical attention model 

to study snapshots of static heterogeneous graphs; (2) a temporal attentive RNN 

model that is in charge of capturing the pattern of graph evolution. Figure 2 shows 

the architecture of DyHATR. 

 

Figure 2 Overall workflow of the DyHATR method [25]. 
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The hierarchical attention model shown in Figure 2(a) processes each snapshot 

of a static heterogeneous graph. Firstly, we need to divide this heterogeneous 

graph into several subgraphs based on edge type. These subgraphs further 

represent the importance weight of each node’s neighborhood, which is part of 

node-level attention. 

In edge-level attention, some information is integrated from subgraphs that have 

different edge types so that the importance weights of various edge types can be 

studied and generate novel embeddings. First, edge-specific embedding is 

combined with a non-linear transformation function that is mapped to the same 

feature space. After capturing heterogeneity information from a static graph 

snapshot using the hierarchical attention model, a temporary evolution pattern is 

modeled (see Figure 2(b)), usually indicated by the appearance and disappearance 

of nodes and edges over time. Since recurrent neural network (RNN) has shown 

promising performance for dynamic network embedding methods [39,40], Xue, 

et al.  [25] adopted it to model sequential information and learning temporal 

evolutionary patterns. At this stage, Xue et al. [25] provides two temporal learner 

options, namely long short-term memory (LSTM) and gated-recurrent-unit 

(GRU), to be experimented with in combination with DyHATR. 

The output of the RNN model obtained is a concatenate of state vectors, after 

which the most recent state is selected as the final embedding of a node. Xue, et 

al.  [25] argue that this method could result in information loss and is unable to 

record the most important embedding features. To capture important feature 

vectors in their model, Xue, et al.  [25] applies a temporal-level attention model 

to the output of the RNN model, shown in Figure 2(b). By developing a temporal-

level self-attention model, evolutionary patterns can be better captured across 

dynamic graphs. The addition of the temporal-level self-attention model after the 

RNN model anticipates the dynamic linkages in the last snapshot. 

Table 1 Statistical data sets used by DyHATR [25]. 

Data sets Nodes Edges Node Types Edge Types Snapshots 

Twitter 100,000 63,410 1 3 7 

Math-Overflow 24,818 506,550 1 3 11 

EComm 37,724 91,033 2 4 11 

Alibaba 16,620 93,956 2 3 11 

Table 1 presents a summary of the four original data sets tested using DyHATR. 

In the Twitter and Math-Overflow data sets, there is only one node type, so the 

term heterogeneous only refers to the edges. Thus, the Twitter and Math-

Overflow data sets are partially heterogeneous graph types as show in Figure 1(f). 

The EComm and Alibaba data sets have several types of nodes and several types 

of edges so they deserve to be called heterogeneous graphs. These two data sets 
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also have eleven snapshots, which means that they experience topology changes 

over certain time intervals. Thus, the Ecomm and Alibaba data sets are dynamic 

heterogeneous graphs. However, the four types of edges in the EComm data set 

have several meanings, namely: add-to-favorite, add-to-chart, buy, and click. 

These four edge types only connect the user entity to the item entity. There is no 

edge that connects the user entity to the user or connects the item entity to the 

item, commonly referred to as a homogeneous relationship. Because the four 

types of edges that exist in the EComm data set only connect user entities to item 

entities, even though the relationship types vary, the type of graph that is suitable 

for this condition is a dynamic heterogeneous bipartite graph, like the one shown 

in Figure 1(j). The same is true for Alibaba’s data set. 

The DyHATR method uses a hierarchical attention model, which includes node-

level attention and edge-level attention to capture static snapshot heterogeneity 

information. This hierarchical attention model outperformed the metapath2vec 

model for the Twitter and EComm data sets with two different integration 

methods. As shown in Figure 3 below, the hierarchical attention model was 

effective in learning heterogeneous information from each snapshot. 

 

Figure 3 Comparison results between hierarchical attention (HAT) and meta-

path2vec (m2v) models [25]. 

Another contribution of the DyHATR method is the attentional RNN temporal 

model. As previously explained, the actual link prediction process for dynamic 

heterogeneous graphs can only run up to the RNN model, but the addition of this 

temporal self-attention model provides an improvement of the performance of the 

DyHATR method, as shown in Figure 4. This shows the superiority of the 

temporal attentive RNN model in dynamic information modeling. Although the 

hierarchical attention model and the addition of the temporal self-attention model 

improve the performance of the DyHATR method, it was not proven that the 

DyHATR method works well in link prediction on dynamic heterogeneous 

graphs because the experiments were only carried out on dynamic partially 

heterogeneous graphs and dynamic bipartite graphs. Therefore, it was necessary 
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to retest the DyHATR method using a data set that represents a dynamic 

heterogeneous graph. 

 

Figure 4 Results of comparison of different components in DyHATR [25]. 

5 DyHATR Experiments for Dynamic Heterogeneous Graphs 

Based on the previous explanation, we conducted an experiment with the Yelp 

data set as a dynamic heterogeneous graph. To evaluate the performance of 

DyHATR on this data set, we also considered DHNE and NP-GLM in this 

experiment. Moreover, the experiment focused on answering the two following 

research questions: 

1. RQ1: Can DyHATR proposed by Xue, et al.  [25] do link prediction on 

dynamic heterogeneous graphs? 

2. RQ2: Can DyHATR proposed by Xue, et al.  [25] outperform state-of-the-art 

methods in link prediction on dynamic heterogeneous graphs? 

Before analyzing the link prediction results, the first scenario in this experiment 

was to find the right parameter values to produce the best accuracy in link 

prediction. After the best parameter values were found, the results of the link 

prediction were analyzed by comparing the results with a predetermined baseline. 

The results compared were the accuracy and the execution time of each method. 

5.1 Data Sets 

To answer RQ1 and RQ2, we used only one publicly available data set, namely 

the Yelp1 data set. This data set contains review records from many local business 

users in America, such as reservations, mechanics, and restaurants or cafes, from 

2004 to 2021. The reason for using Yelp data in this study was because Yelp data 

provides time information for each transaction activity and provides information 

on the user-to-user relationship and item category similarity. Thus, the Yelp data 

 
1 https://www.yelp.com/dataset 
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is considered suitable for a relationship scheme in the form of a dynamic 

heterogeneous graph.  

Users and businesses can be represented as nodes in the graph. Friendships 

between users, category similarities between businesses, and user reviews of 

items can be represented as edges in the graph. This condition is in accordance 

with the type of heterogeneous graph that has homogeneous subgraphs. In 

addition, the existence of information on the time when the relationship occurs 

qualifies a graph as dynamic, so that the Yelp data available on the Yelp.com 

website meets the criteria of a dynamic heterogeneous graph. 

Table 2 presents statistics from the Yelp data that were used in the experiment. 

Six different graphs were used, where each graph is a record of transactions for a 

week or a month. Each graph had a different number of nodes and edges because 

it corresponds to the reality of transactions that occurred. One snapshot is one 

day. Although some of them look like the data sets in Table 1, we can confirm 

that these types of graphs are different. 

Table 2 Statistics of Yelp data sample. 

Graph |V| |E| Node Types Edge Types Snapshots 

W1 4,664 6,998 2 3 7 

M2 18,071 25,977 2 3 28 

M3 24,968 37,318 2 3 31 

M4 21,723 28,362 2 3 30 

M5 27,275 39,460 2 3 31 

M6 24,009 33,880 2 3 30 

5.2 Experiment Environment 

The task of link prediction on a dynamic heterogeneous graph is to study 

heterogeneous and dynamic information simultaneously in the previous 𝐺1, … , 𝐺𝑡 
in order to predict new links as well as repeated links in snapshots of 𝐺𝑡+1. Each 

predicted edge weight is later classified as connected or not connected. Then it is 

compared with the ground truth graph to produce AUROC and AUPRC scores as 

evaluation metrics. DyHATR and both baselines were run five times and the 

average was recorded. 

The DyHATR model and both baselines were tested using Ubuntu Server 20.04.2 

LTS with an Intel Core i5-7200 CPU @2.50 GHz, 4 GB RAM and 15 GB hard 

disk. The DyHATR code was implemented in Tensorflow 1.14 and Python 3.6. 

In the DyHATR model, we re-evaluated the parameters that affect the 

performance of the model by conducting an experiment to find out how many 

heads are suitable for the HAT and TAT models so that they can capture node 

feature embedding. The final embedding dimension was also searched for the 
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best value. Several optimizers, such as Stochastic Gradient Derivation and Adam 

optimizer, were tried for use in the DyHATR model to update and optimize 

parameters. In the link prediction section, we will use the metric evaluation 

function from the scikit-learn library. 

5.3 Experiment Baseline 

The models explained below were used as benchmarks in the performance 

comparison. 

1. NP-GLM [36] – In addition to learning long-term evolutionary patterns of 

dynamic networks on top of metapath-based models, NP-GLM uses a 

recurrent neural network model to predict continuous-time relationships. 

2. DHNE [37] – Using both historical and current heterogeneous information, 

DHNE develops comprehensive historical-current networks based on 

consecutive snapshots and models evolutionary patterns. Then, DHNE uses 

dynamic heterogeneous skip-gram modeling and metapath-based random 

walks to capture representations of nodes. 

We compared DyHATR with two approaches, NP-GLM and DHNE. The reason 

was because these two methods represent dynamic heterogeneous network 

embedding methods and include the DyHATR baseline. In addition, both of them 

also provided the source code in their papers. To ensure a fair comparison, we 

fixed the final embedding size for each baseline at 16. All baselines’ hyper-

parameters were properly optimized. 

5.4 Experimental Results 

5.4.1 Parameters Sensitivity 

With this experiment we wanted to find out the parameter values that can produce 

the highest AUROC/AUPRC score and the fastest execution time so that the best 

configuration is obtained. For this reason, a number of runs were carried out by 

changing several parameter values to observe their effect on the results and the 

execution time of the link prediction task performed. The observed parameters 

included: 

1. Optimizer – The DyHATR method provides several types of optimizers, 

namely Adam, Stochastic Gradient Descent (SGD), AdaDelta (Adade), 

RMSprop (RMSP), and Momentum. 

2. Dimensions of the final embedding output – The final embedding size for all 

baselines was set to the same value for making a fair comparison. 

3. Number of heads in hierarchical attention (HAT) – The hierarchical attention 

model has a multi-head mechanism so that the number of heads could be 

adjusted. 
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4. Number of heads in temporal attentive (TAT) – The same as before, there 

was no specific range for the determination of the number of heads. 

However, we varied one parameter to check the sensitivity while the other 

parameters were kept fixed. 

5. Temporal learner – The DyHATR method provides two types of temporal 

learner, namely LSTM and GRU. 

Five parameter configurations were observed, and the graph used in this 

experiment was a W1 graph. These parameters needed to be configured in order 

to get the right constant value information to support the best results. The results 

of this functional test were useful for selecting constant parameter values for 

further testing, namely of link prediction. Some samples of the experimental 

results can be seen in Table 3. 

Table 3 Sample experimental parameter sensitivity results. 

 

Table 3 shows some samples of the observed parameter configurations. In the 

observed changes in the type of optimizer, it can be concluded that the use of the 

RMSprop optimizer resulted in the highest AUROC/AUPRC scores compared to 

the other optimizers. Then, from the two temporal learners provided, the highest 

AUROC value was achieved when using the GRU. With respect to the dimension 

of the final embedding output, when the dimension was equal to 16, DyHATR 
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achieved the highest AUROC value in this experiment. Then the optimal numbers 

of multi-heads for HAT and TAT were 3 and 2 for graph W1 from the Yelp data 

set, respectively. 

In addition, we also observed the execution time of DyHATR with different 

configurations of parameters. Regarding the epoch value, when the value was 

equal to 4, DyHATR achieved the highest AUROC score of 0.87 and also had the 

fastest execution time, at 53 minutes 15 seconds. This time can be considered fast 

because it is below the average of the overall successful execution times. Thus, 

the answer to RQ1 is that the DyHATR method is able to make link prediction 

on dynamic heterogeneous graphs. However, to assess whether the results 

obtained by DyHATR are good or not, in the next experiment we compared the 

results with state-of-the-art methods in link prediction on dynamic heterogeneous 

graph types.  

5.4.2 Task of Link Prediction 

With this experiment, we wanted to answer RQ2. Before starting, it was necessary 

to conduct data preprocessing first. The data preprocessing technique carried out 

was adjusted to the input format for each method. The graphs used in this 

experiment were M2, M3, M4, M5, and M6. These graphs represent transaction 

data from different months. During the experiment, each method processed one 

graph five times to validate the link prediction results. The results recorded in 

Table 4 are the averages of the five trials carried out. In addition, the parameter 

configuration used in DyHATR was the best configuration from the experimental 

parameter sensitivity results. Meanwhile, the parameter configuration for all 

baselines was specifically optimized for optimal results. 

Table 4 Experimental results for the link prediction task on dynamic 

heterogeneous graphs. 

 

Note: values in bold indicate the highest AUROC/AUPRC scores achieved by the method for each graph data. 

The experimental results for the link prediction task are summarized in Table 4. 

Out of the five graphs tested, DyHATR achieved the best performance for three 

of them, judging from the AUROC score. When viewed from the AUPRC score, 

DyHATR achieved the best performance for two graphs out of five graphs. The 

highest AUROC and AUPRC achieved by DyHATR on graph M3 were 0.5946 

and 0.5384, respectively, were significantly higher than the second highest score 
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achieved by NP-GLM (0.5568 for AUROC and 0.5209 for AUPRC). For graphs 

M2 and M5, the highest AUROC scores achieved by DyHATR were 0.6304 and 

0.6253, respectively, but the highest AUPRC scores were achieved by baseline 

(0.625 by NP-GLM and 0.5723 by DHNE). Then for graph M6, DyHATR only 

managed to get the first highest AUPRC score with 0.6415 and got the second 

highest AUROC score after DHNE. The last was graph M4, where DyHATR-

TLSTM was below the highest scorer, NP-GLM, which was able to get AUROC 

and AUPRC scores of 0.6343 and 0.6309, respectively. Note that DyHATR did 

not always get the best results for every tested graph but the percentage of 

DyHATR to get the highest score was higher than baseline. This shows that 

DyHATR is competitive in link prediction on dynamic heterogeneous graphs. 

 

Figure 5 Average execution time for link prediction. 

In addition, we also recorded the time it took for each method to process a graph. 

Each method processed one graph five times, so the execution time shown in 

Figure 5 is the average time of the five experiments performed. For graph M3, 

the average execution times of NP-GLM and DHNE were 6427 s and 6594 s, 

respectively. For this graph, DyHATR was slightly slower than the baseline 

method (6675 s for DyHATR-TGRU and 6986 s for DyHATR-TLSTM). 

However, DyHATR was faster than baseline several times, for example for 

graphs M4 and M6, respectively. DyHATR-TLSTM and DyHATR-TGRU were 

slightly faster than NP-GLM. However, the differences were not very significant 

and most of the DyHATRs were indeed slightly slower than the baseline method 

due to the large parameter scale in the attention model as well as the RNN model. 
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6 Conclusion 

To meet the criteria of a dynamic heterogeneous graph, an existing link prediction 

method is required to be able to study both evolutionary and heterogeneous 

information simultaneously. DyHATR is one of the newest network embedding 

methods and is claimed to be able to perform link prediction on dynamic 

heterogeneous graphs by capturing heterogeneous information and evolutionary 

patterns simultaneously, but this was not proven in experiments. Our research 

showed that the DyHATR method can indeed be applied to perform link 

prediction on dynamic heterogeneous graphs. Although the AUROC and AUPRC 

scores were somewhat lower than those of other methods, the execution times of 

DyHATR were faster. To conclude, DyHATR is a promising method for link 

prediction on dynamic heterogeneous graphs. We suggest that future work for 

DyHATR should focus on modifying the structure of the RNN model in order to 

improve its performance.  
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